MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS
For all made to measure blinds except INTU and EZ Fit (see separate instruction sheets for these)

USE A STEEL TAPE MEASURE
MEASURE ALL WINDOWS, NEVER ASSUME THAT
WINDOWS ARE THE SAME SIZE EVEN IF THE
APPEAR TO BE SO

Inside Recess

Outside Recess

Before measuring consider any obstructions such as dado rails tiles etc which will have an impact on the fitting
your blinds and take these into account when measuring.
Firstly decide whether the blind will be fitted inside the window recess or outside. For inside recess fitting you will
need to take the full recess measurement from wall to wall and order as ‘recess size’. We will make the necessary
adjustments. For outside recess fitting you will need to measure the exact area you need the blind to cover (width
and drop)and order as ‘blind size’.
Inside recess
Take firstly the width and then the drop measurements in 3 places as shown and order as the the smallest
measurement.
TIP. Ensure that one of your width measurements is taken at the very to of the window recess where the blind will
actually fit. It is surprising how many windows narrow slightly at the top.
Outside recess
We recommend allowing approx. 60 - 75mm overlap coverage all around the window. Measure the width and
drop required allowing for this overlap

PLEASE NOTE on roller blinds the actual fabric width will be approx 30mm less than the recess size
or overall blind size.
PLEASE NOTE THAT RECESS SIZE OR BLIND SIZE ARE THE ONLY MEASUREMENTS
WE ARE ABLE TO WORK FROM.
IF YOU ARE NOT USING OUR ORDER SHEETS OR WEBSITE TO ORDER PLEASE STATE
ALL SIZES AS WIDTH X DROP
Please see overleaf for details of control and fixing options
Please see our other measuring guide for measuring in conservatories and bay windows

MEASURE CAREFULLY - WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR BLINDS WHICH DO NOT FIT DUE TO
INCORRECT MEASURING
FOR FURTHER ADVICE OR ASSISTANCE PLEASE CONTACT US

Tel 08444 412247 Email sales@blinds247.com

CONTROLS & BRACKETS INFORMATION
VERTICAL BLINDS
CONTROL & DRAW OPTIONS
The controls on your vertical blinds can
be placed on either the right and or left
hand side and you have the options below
for the draw or stack of the blind.
Left Draw
or stack
BRACKETS

Face Fix Clips

Top Fix Brackets

Right Draw
or stack

Split Draw
or stack

With vertical blinds you have the choice of 2 bracket types. Top fix clips
which fit into the top of the recess and face fix brackets which connect to
the window frame. Face fix brackets are usually used for conservatory
fixings. Top fix brackets give the neatest fixing in windows with a recess
but you do need to drill up into the lintel so if you have concrete lintels
you will need a good quality hammer drill.

ROLLER BLINDS
CONTROL OPTIONS
Our roller blinds are fitted with a sidewinder clutch operated by chain to move the blind up and down. This can
be placed on either side of the blind.
BRACKETS
Our roller blind brackets have multiple fixing options and can be to fixed into the top of the
recess, face fixed to the window frame and side fixed to the side wall of a recess

ALUMINIUM VENETIAN BLINDS
CONTROL OPTIONS
The standard configuration of a venetian blind is the lift cord on the right and the tilt wand on the left. If you
wish these positions can be reversed or both controls can be placed on the same side of the blind.
BRACKETS
Aluminium venetian blinds are supplied with a swivel bracket which can be top fixed or
face fixed.

WOODEN VENETIAN BLINDS
CONTROL OPTIONS
The control mechanisms on all of our wooden venetian blinds are in fixed positions and alternatives CANNOT
be specified. These are the lift and raise cords on the right and the the tilt cords on the left.
BRACKETS
Our wooden venetian blinds are fixed with box brackets at each end of the blind with
intermediate ‘U’ shaped brackets for wider blinds. The end brackets have multiple fixing
options and can be top, face or side fixed with the intermediate brackets being suitable for
face or top fixing.
PLEASE NOTE. All control options are as viewed from inside

FOR FURTHER ADVICE OR ASSISTANCE PLEASE CONTACT US

Tel 08444 412247 Email sales@blinds247.com

